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ABSTRACT

In 2020, Twitter launched a new strategy dubbed ‘prebunking’ in hopes of pre-emptively countering false information about voting by mail and election results. Prebunking was touted as a potential solution; however, little empirical research has tested the strategy to examine its effectiveness towards disinformation in the realm of public relations. Exploring PR-based disinformation attacks as a paracrisis, the purpose of this online quasi-experimental design study (N = 965) was to investigate the effects of an attack and how prebunking strategies, grounded in inoculation theory, can protect organizational outcomes (i.e., reputation and credibility) by interweaving positive psychology. In addition to examining effects on attitudinal components, this study also inspected dimensions of social amplification to determine if prebunking messages can thwart the spread of disinformation via Facebook. Findings provide insight into advancing the conceptual framework of proactive disinformation responses for crisis communication by demonstrating the success of using prebunking with autonomy support and explicit details to thwart adverse effects of disinformation.

1. Introduction

In the days leading up to the U.S. 2020 presidential election, Twitter launched a pilot campaign to help users identify disinformation shared on its platform (Ingram, 2020). The strategy, dubbed ‘prebunking,’ was initiated in hopes of pre-emptively countering false information about voting by mail and election results in the U.S. Prior to 2020, disinformation and its consequences were brought to the forefront of conversations in the aftermath of the 2016 national elections. With it, the disinformation phenomenon of astroturfing, which is the use of fake grassroots campaigns for political or organizational gain, has become more mainstream. However, there is limited support that provides an in-depth look at the effects of astroturfing within the context of crisis communication. Instead, many of the conversations regarding disinformation have encircled traditional journalism and have not focused on unethical tactics within the public relations field, such as astroturfing. This inhibits both scholars and public relations professionals from understanding its effect on individuals’ attitudinal perceptions and behavioral intentions, a vital tool for PR professionals.

When it comes to the classification of astroturf attacks within crisis communication literature, the attacks are considered an advanced form of a paracrisis (Boman & Schneider, 2021). This type of attack falls under the umbrella of a paracrisis due to it being “a publicly visible crisis threat that charges an organization with irresponsible or unethical behavior” (Coombs & Holladay, 2012, p. 402). Although Coombs and Holladay (2012) adapted the paracrisis as a part of the situational crisis communication theory (SCCT) framework, there is little guidance on the effectiveness of paracrisis response strategies (Honisch & Mas Manchón, 2019). Due to the lack of theoretical testing of prebunking disinformation astroturf-based messages, it is unclear to both researchers and PR professionals facing such events on how the public perceives these messages, leaving an absence of knowledge on how to respond.

Thus, at least three research gaps can be identified from these observations. First, there is a need for more empirically tested response strategies to aid PR professionals in dealing with paracrisis. It has been previously suggested within literature that no response, or strategic silence, may be warranted when faced with a paracrisis (Coombs, 2019). There is also evidence that the reform strategy is beneficial compared to reform, humor, and refute for self-imposed and external paracrises (Honisch & Mas Manchón, 2019). Unlike other paracrises, astroturf attacks provide a unique lens to examine response types, as the messaging primarily uses false information with only hints of truth. This makes it unnecessary for the attacked organization to fully take responsibility for what the attacker says transpired, as suggested within the reform strategies or stealing thunder.

Secondly, paracrises are primarily seen as a phase within issue
management that can be recognized during issue monitoring before morphing into a full crisis (Freberg, 2012; Jin et al., 2014). Taking into account research that has been done to examine how debunking misinformation can be successfully implemented after information has been widely spread (Jin et al., 2020), the current research endeavor sets out to test characteristics of prebunking. Prebunking, which is a form of proactive communication, can be used before disinformation against an organization provided via astroturf is broadly disseminated. Organizations that detect a potential attack during environmental scanning may be able to use prebunking to reach audience members prior to the full-scale attack, similar to the strategy Twitter used during the U.S. presidential campaign. Recently, researchers have found that proactive strategies, specifically prebunking and PR supportive messaging, are more successful than not responding (i.e., strategic silence) on post-attack outcomes (Boman & Schneider, 2021). These initial findings regarding the potential success of prebunking within crisis communication have not examined specific content strategies, such as use of autonomy support, within the messages. Thus, it is important to examine specific message characteristics to increase the efficacy of prebunking. Lastly, there is an ongoing societal issue of disinformation and how to decrease its persuasiveness. Social amplification is a concept that can be used to measure the potential for a crisis to perpetuate through social media by asking questions such as individuals’ likelihood of reacting, sharing, or commenting on a post negatively or positively on social media (Strekalova, 2017). This type of social media engagement is significant to the spread of information post-crisis because engagement, such as sharing a post, is necessary for reaching wider audiences (Brenland et al., 2017; Strekalova, 2017; Swani et al., 2013). This engagement has the potential to expand the reach of a Facebook post exponentially. While protecting an organization’s reputation is essential by decreasing the disinformation’s persuasiveness, it is even more critical to examine how, and if, organizations can help individuals overcome disinformation attacks on a broader collective level by preventing its amplification.

To examine these three gaps within the literature, the current study works to expand upon the well-developed theoretical models supporting post-crisis communication to empirically support the use of pre-crisis proactive communication. Proactive communication was implemented to assess prebunking a disinformation attack that took the form of astroturfing. By interweaving the disciplines of positive psychology, persuasion communication, and crisis communication, this study tests if the use of explicit details and autonomy-support within prebunking messages increases resistance to the persuasive effects of astroturf attacks.

2. Literature review

2.1. Viewing astroturf attacks as a crisis

Research regarding crisis communication has exploded during the last twenty years, leaving researchers and PR professionals with strong directions on what a crisis is, preparing for a crisis, and communicating within crisis communication literature is empirically-tested and directions on what a crisis is, preparing for a crisis, and communicating

Despite the growing popularity of astroturf campaigns, a limited number of studies within the crisis communication paradigm provide insights into the effects of astroturf on audience attitudes and perceptions. In an experiment, Pfau et al. (2007) investigated the effects of corporate front-group stealth campaigns, similar to astroturfing. After individuals were confronted with the disguised corporate messages, the opinions of those initially favoring restrictive policies on different issues significantly decreased. Another study demonstrated that people exposed to astroturf websites became more uncertain than those who saw real grassroots websites about the causes of global warming and humans’ role in the phenomenon (Cho et al., 2011). More recently, Zerback et al. (2020) examined the psychological effects of online astroturfing in the context of Russian propaganda and found that over time, individuals’ political opinions and attitudes were influenced by the astroturf message, even when participants were inoculated.

The current study works to extend literature that has examined the effects of PR astroturf campaigns on attitudes, along with the initial examination of content strategies within prebunking messages. As research has illustrated the consequences of disinformation (e.g., Cho et al., 2011; Pfau et al., 2007; Zerback et al., 2020), this study is designed to inform individuals of potential disinformation to assist organizations in preventing astroturf-induced crises and thwart its spread on social media.

2.2. Creating resistance to persuasive attempts

Astroturf campaigns are a prime example of persuasive communication being deployed, as it is “human communication that is designed to influence others by modifying their beliefs, values, or attitudes” (Simons, 1976, p. 21). Research examining persuasion communication has been an area well studied since the mid-1930s, with researchers exploring areas spanning relational, economic, political, and social change (Dainton & Zelley, 2004). When considering how to limit the persuasiveness of a future message or attack, researchers have worked to examine how to increase or decrease the persuasive attempt through motivated resistance and outcome resistance using theoretical frameworks such as cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957), social judgement theory (Sherif & Hovland, 1961), principles of congruity (Tannenbaum & Norris, 1965), psychological reactance theory (Brehm, 1966), inoculation theory (McGuire, 1961a), and elaboration likelihood model theory ( Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).

Motivated resistance is when an individual does not want to be influenced and is motivated to resist attempts (Rigold, 2002). To do so, the basis of this study examined how mechanisms put forth by inoculation theory can serve as a foundation for proactive communication strategies to create resistance towards disinformation. Similar to a medical vaccine inoculating patients, the theory states that individuals presented with a forewarning message about an attack will be less affected by the persuasive attempt (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; McGuire, 1961a). Developed by social psychologist William McGuire, the theory proposes that rather than persuading an individual, two-sided messages should be used to create resistance to persuasion (McGuire, 1961a). This occurs due to individuals being exposed to the inoculation message strengthening attitudes and deflecting subsequent attack messages after receiving an inoculation message (Pfau et al., 1997).

When conceptualizing inoculation, McGuire assumed that individuals are a) inexperienced in defending their beliefs and b) unmotivated to do so. To overcome these two impediments, inoculation works to provide individuals with details and resources on defending beliefs while also motivating the individual to defend said beliefs (Wan & Pfau, 2004). Within this process, the mechanism of threat is crucial as it works to motivate an individual to prepare for future challenges by being delivered explicitly or implicitly. This leads to the second crucial mechanism, presenting counter-belief arguments the individual may encounter (Ivanov et al., 2018). This act provides individuals with both materials and guidance on using counterarguments in defense against
future attacks.

2.3. Enhancing message characteristics of inoculation messages

After decades of scholarship, studies have produced substantial evidence that inoculation messages work (Ivanov et al., 2016). However, scholars continue to empirically test inoculation theory examining mechanisms affecting the messages’ persuasiveness, including threat, timing of the message, refutational preemption, and involvement (Banas & Rains, 2010). A key example of this is research exploring refutational preemption, or the argument and/or evidence provided by inoculation messages. Research findings have differed, especially when considering how explicit an inoculation warning must be. This concept is referred to as refutational same and refutational different preemptions. These two terms refer to whether the inoculation argument is the same as the actual attack (refutational same) or if the attack is novel (refutational different) (Wan & Pfau, 2004). Throughout inoculation literature, there have been differing conclusions on whether there are differing effects of using refutational same or refutational different-based messages (e.g., McGuire, 1961a; McGuire & Papageorgis, 1961; Pfau et al., 1990; Wan & Pfau, 2004). However, a meta-analysis examining 41 inoculation-based studies found no differences between the two types of treatments (Banas & Rains, 2010).

2.3.1. Source derogation

To continue testing ways that enhance the effects of inoculation, the current study tested if providing explicit details about what astroturf is, as refutational same or if the attack is novel (refutational different) (Wan & Pfau, 2004). Throughout inoculation literature, there have been varying conclusions on whether there are differing effects of using refutational same or refutational different-based messages (e.g., McGuire, 1961a; McGuire & Papageorgis, 1961; Pfau et al., 1990; Wan & Pfau, 2004). However, a meta-analysis examining 41 inoculation-based studies found no differences between the two types of treatments (Banas & Rains, 2010).

2.3.2. Autonomy supportive language

The concept of language intensity has been well studied throughout the area of resistance to persuasion (see Burgoon, 1976; Burgoon & Miller, 1977; Miller & Burgoon, 1979; Stacks & Sellers, 1986). Language intensity has been conceptualized as “linguistic cues that indicate direction and semantic distance from a neutral point” (Burgoon & King, 1974, p. 32). Within language intensity research, the use of controlling language has also been explored, finding that the use of high-controlling language (e.g., a command) can increase reactance or rejection of a message (Miller et al., 2013, p. 150).

2.3.3. Using motivation to overcome persuasive attempts

Looking further into the mechanism of motivation presented by SDT, one will find that the theory presents a continuum of motivation levels. These include externally regulated (individual’s behavior is initiated and maintained by external agencies), introjected regulation (regulation is controlled individual’s behavior), identified regulation (behavior is congruent with individual goals and identity), and integrated regulation (behavior is an integral part of who an individual is) (Gagné & Deci, 2005). This continuum focuses on the internalization of one’s “values and behavioral regulations and on the degree to which they have been fully integrated with one’s self” (Gagné & Deci, 2005, p. 343). It has been noted that autonomy support is the most important mechanism for predicting identification and integration within SDT (e.g., Gagné & Deci, 2005). Studies within the medical field have found that autonomy support led patients to become autonomously motivated for health behavior change, which ultimately led to greater maintained health behavior change (Williams et al., 1998). This is relevant as the foundation of the current study is to increase an individual’s ability to overcome misinformation by being motivated to engage in behavior, such as critically thinking, while viewing an astroturf attack.

2.4. Using prebunking to influence crisis outcomes

Inoculation theory has recently been applied to a broadening spectrum of topics, including pre-crisis communication (e.g., Einwiller & Jobar, 2013; Ivanov et al., 2016, 2018). Mirroring reactive strategies use of the term debunking to overcome misinformation (i.e., Jin et al., 2020), inoculation-based crisis communication strategies have been referred to as prebunking (i.e., Roman & Schneider, 2021). An example of
Inoculation within crisis communication includes a study by Ivanov et al. (2016) which found that inoculation-based messages may be useful in enhancing the public’s belief that government protective agencies can prevent and minimize the effects of politically motivated acts of violence. In another study focusing on a financial crisis, Dillingham & Ivanov (2017) compared inoculation to supportive messaging and no response provided by a company. It was found that inoculation strategies successfully managed stakeholder perceptions of weakness compared to the other strategies.

Previously held attitudes and attitude change have served as fundamental components when examining how to increase resistance to future persuasive attempts. While the social judgement theory may not be overly present in current research, its conceptual ideas still play a prominent role in understanding attitude within persuasion (O’Keefe, 2009). In broad terms, the theory proposes that an individual’s reaction to a persuasive attempt depends on previously held positions or attitudes on a topic formed by knowledge, experience, interest, and self-interest (Sherif & Hovland, 1961). This approach relies on gaining insight into individuals’ attitudes then analyzing those responses through what is referred to as the contrast effect (falls far away to held attitudes) and the assimilation effect (falls close to held attitudes) (O’Keefe, 1990). To simplify, the theory is built on the idea that individuals have judgements that position persuasive efforts within the range of acceptable, objective, or neither. The more acceptable an idea is, the more likely an individual sees it as reasonable or worthy of consideration. Depending on how the persuasive effort is classified compared to the original anchor or stance, attitude change is created (Petty et al., 1992).

Due to the interest of examining how autonomy supportive language influences an individual’s motivation to critically think about both the prebunking message and the future attack, the following question was asked to gauge that impact on attitude change.

**RQ1.** How, if at all, does the overall change in attitudes pre- and post-astroturf attack towards the attacked organization differ between proactive communication using strategic silence (no response) vs. prebunking strategies?

When looking at the overall purpose of crisis responses, the aim is to mitigate the negative impacts of a crisis, including negatively changing individual’s attitudes towards an organization and its reputation. Having a positive reputation can reduce stakeholder uncertainty about organizational performance, motivate consumers to buy products, attract high-quality employees, encourage outside investors, and retain essential transaction partners such as suppliers and distributors (Gardberg & Fombrun, 2006). It generates perceptions among employees, customers, investors, competitors, and the general public about what a company is, what it does, and what it stands for (Fombrun & van Riel, 1997). To protect reputation and other key crisis outcomes, research must understand how organizations can navigate the online environment and how stakeholders interpret the delivery of a crisis response, such as message characteristics of the disseminated content.

Based on previous research within positive psychology and inoculation, the current study tested if combining these strategies outperform solo use within prebunking or strategic silence when examining organizational reputation.

**RQ2.** How, if at all, do individuals’ perceptions of the attacked organization’s reputation differ between proactive communication using strategic silence (no response) vs. prebunking strategies?

When someone is unable or unmotivated to process a message, they rely on a source’s credibility and expertise. Thus, an important post-crisis outcome to consider is perceived source credibility. Source credibility refers to the believability that a message receiver assigns to a communicator and involves considering the source’s expertise and trustworthiness (de Meulenaer et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2017; Yoo & Gretzel, 2011). Typically, persuasion and motivation are increased when a message receiver perceives the source to be credible (Eagly et al., 1978; Lin et al., 2017; Wilson & Sherrill, 1993). It is common for people to rely on the sources they trust, “internalizing information from reliable sources and rejecting information from sources they consider unreliable” (Malka et al., 2009, p. 635). Two research groups (Eagle & Cvetkovich, 1995; Poortinga & Pidgeon, 2003) found that people rarely evaluate sources systematically. Instead, they evaluate the levels of similarity between their values and the source’s values. This is especially true with complex issues. A central component of an effective inoculation message is refutational preemption, which is the provision of counterarguments with which individuals can defend against future persuasive attacks (Banas & Rains, 2010; Jackson et al., 2015; Parker et al., 2016). Thus, it is important to gauge if the organization presenting the refutational content is perceived as credible once the counterarguments are provided.

**RQ3.** How, if at all, does an individual’s perceived credibility of the organization being attacked differ between proactive communication using strategic silence (no response) vs. prebunking strategies?

Since inoculation-based messages work to prebunk future arguments that may threaten the receiver, it was of interest to examine to what extent the messages aid in discrediting or lowering the attack organization’s perceived credibility. Studies using principles of congruity have found that source derogation, such as in messages containing explicit detail, can assist in prompting resistance to persuasive attempts (Compton & Pfau, 2008). Thus, the following question was asked to examine specific characteristics (i.e., autonomy support and explicit details) within the prebunking messages in regards to source credibility:

**RQ4.** How, if at all, does an individual’s perceived credibility of the attacking organization differ between proactive communication using strategic silence (no response) vs. prebunking strategies?

To fulfill the third gap within the literature, a less common outcome studied within crisis communication, social amplification, was examined (Chong & Choy, 2018; Pidgeon et al., 2003). When a social media user sees that another person or organization has liked or shared a post, it represents the value of the information for that user (Gittelman et al., 2015; Strekalova, 2017; Sun et al., 2014). This can be referred to as the process of social amplification, which has primarily been used for risk perception research using the social amplification of risk framework (SARF). This framework is rooted in social experience and explains how information can start with one source and become dramatized as shared (or amplified) by others (Chong & Choy, 2018; Kasparsen & Kasparsen, 1996). Therefore, while a single entity can publish crisis-inducing information about another organization, it can be amplified by an individual or a group of people like an organization or institution (Kasparsen & Kasparsen, 1996). Similar to word-of-mouth literature that has been applied within crisis communication, amplification of social media posts can have adverse implications on crisis outcomes such as reputation and credibility. As such, the following research question was posed:

**RQ5.** How, if at all, does the use of prebunking messaging (vs. strategic silence) thwart individuals from amplifying the disinformation through ‘reacting,’ ‘sharing,’ and ‘posting’ on an astroturf video posted to Facebook?

### 2.5. Post-crisis debunking

While the primary goal of this study was to explore the effects of prebunking on an individual’s resistance to astroturf campaigns, it also examined the differing effects of reactive debunking. The overall goal of strategic crisis communication is to reduce the damage a crisis inflicts on an organization and its stakeholders. Post-crisis communication is often referred to as the reactive stage and is one of the most explored areas of crisis communication research. Building off previous studies examining debunking misinformation (i.e., Jin et al., 2020; van der Meer & Jin, 2020), the current study examined the use of refutation as a debunking
strategy. Refutation was selected as it is a strategy put forth by SCCT as an appropriate response for paracrisis, suggesting an organization argues that the actions or policies being conducted are appropriate (Coombs, 2019). Additionally, it mirrors the content called for by inoculation messages, allowing minimal modifications between the conditions, outside of timing.

Regardless of whether proactive or reactive crisis communication is being used, the ultimate goals are largely the same, protect an organization's image post-attack (Compton, 2017). The dividing difference is in the timing of the strategy, which occurs either before or after the onset of the crisis. Thus, this research endeavor set out to test the difference between prebunking and debunking communication efforts on post-crisis outcomes.

**RQ6.** How, if at all, do the effects of a refutation response differ within prebunking and debunking on influencing crisis outcomes (i.e., attitudes, perceived source credibility, organizational reputation, and social amplification)?

### 3. Methodology

To examine how prebunking with explicit details and autonomy supportive language can mitigate the damage of an astroturf attack, a between-subjects online quasi-experiment was conducted. Nine experimental conditions were examined for this study, including (pre/de)bunking only, (pre/de)bunking with autonomy support, (pre/de)bunking with explicit details, (pre/de)bunking combined strategy with explicit details and autonomy support, and a message control using strategic silence (no refutational message, astroturf attack only).

#### 3.1. Sample overview

Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) was used to collect data ($N = 1561$). Following the advice from Berinsky et al. (2012), attention checks were used throughout the study to help ensure data quality. After individuals who incorrectly answered the attention checks, did not have audio or video, or did not complete the questionnaire were removed ($n = 596$), a total of 965 participant responses were analyzed. The average age of the sample was 38.60 ($SD = 17.50$), with 483 males (50.1 %) and 474 females (49.1 %), with 0.8% preferring not to say or intersex ($n = 8$). Additional demographic information can be found in Table A1 in Appendix A.

#### 3.2. Stimuli development

The stimuli for this experiment used content and branding that represent what is published by both the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) and Humane Watch to increase the levels of ecological validity. HSUS was selected as the organization is continually attacked by astroturf campaigns from Humane Watch. Only minimal edits occurred between conditions to ensure that content stayed consistent throughout all treatments when accounting for the manipulations, reading levels, and length. Total word counts and the Flesch-Kincaid readability test were used to gauge the comprehensibility of messages and evaluate message equivalence (Kincaid et al., 1975).

Previously conducted inoculation studies served as a template for the stimuli, which provide participants with a forewarning message enacting a sense of threat (Banas & Miller, 2013; Ivanov et al., 2012). However, a unique element of this experiment was that it tested the differences between an inoculation message that included only a broad forewarning element, along with messages that included autonomy support and explicit details (see exemplars of stimuli in Table B1 in Appendix B). Messages containing autonomy-supportive language followed previous guidelines set forth by SDT literature that state autonomy supportive messages provide individuals with control, freedom, and support (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Sheldon & Filak, 2008). The stimuli that contained explicit details stated what astroturfing is and how Humane Watch (the attacking organization) is funded. As such, the (pre/de)bunking messages from HSUS were broken into four different strategies using (pre/de)bunking, including inoculation only, inoculation with autonomy support, inoculation with explicit details of the attack, and inoculation with both autonomy support and the explicit details. The only modification that occurred between the (pre/de)bunking was the timing of delivery.

#### 3.3. Procedure

After reading the informed consent script approved by the Institutional Review Board at a university in the U.S., participants proceeded through the experiment, which took approximately 20 min. First, participants were asked to fill out a feeling thermometer that gauged attitudes towards seven organizations, including HSUS and Humane Watch.

Once this initial measurement was collected, participants were randomized into one of nine conditions. The first group ($n = 413$) was randomized to see one of four prebunking messages, which included prebunking base ($n = 106$), prebunking with autonomy support ($n = 107$), prebunking with explicit details ($n = 102$), and prebunking combining the former two strategies ($n = 98$). These participants were then shown a 30-second attack astroturf video produced by Humane Watch. The second group ($n = 431$) mirrored the first group, with the only difference being that the attack astroturf video was seen first, followed by the reactive refutational debunking messages from HSUS including debunking base ($n = 109$), with autonomy support ($n = 104$), with explicit details ($n = 115$), and combined strategies ($n = 103$). The last group received a message control ($n = 121$), seeing only the astroturf attack video. While not a true control, this group served as the referent group to compare the differences between an organization choosing, or not choosing, to respond to an astroturf attack. After viewing the stimuli, all participants were asked to recall the organization allegedly spreading false information (Humane Watch) and who the (pre/de)bunking message was from (HSUS). Next, participants received dependent measures displayed in the form of an online questionnaire. Lastly, demographics were collected, and a randomized code was generated for participants to receive payment.

#### 3.4. Pre-test

Prior to launching the study, a pre-test ($N = 157$) was conducted via MTurk to ensure that the manipulations to inoculation and autonomy support mechanisms had the desired effect on messages published by HSUS. Following the procedure set forth by Banas and Richards (2017) motivational threat was measured as a key mechanism of inoculation. Participants were randomized into two groups, one group who received an inoculation message from HSUS and one group who received a supportive message from HSUS, which acted as a control message. Following previous recommendations, the supportive message solely focused on bolstering information about HSUS, while not mentioning Humane Watch or a forthcoming astroturf attack (McGuire, 1961a). After reading the assigned message from HSUS, individuals received four items on a seven-point Likert-type scale to measure their perceived motivational threat (Banas & Richards, 2017; Richards & Banas, 2018). An independent samples t-test found significant differences between participants who received the message containing inoculation and those who received the control supportive message, $t(1, 72) = -3.65, p < .001$, two-tailed. Participants exposed to the inoculation message experienced more motivational threat after reading the message than participants exposed to the control message. Therefore, the manipulation of the inoculation prebunking strategy from HSUS was deemed successful.

To analyze if the manipulations for autonomy support were successful, perceived autonomy support was also measured in the pre-test. Guided by the self-determination theory, the manipulation check asked, “While reading the message, I felt like HSUS provided me with choices...
and options on what to believe and support (Sheldon & Filak, 2008). An independent samples t-test found significant differences between the prebunking message containing autonomy support and the control message, t(1, 62) = -2.13, p < .04, two-tailed. Participants exposed to the autonomy-supportive message perceived it as significantly more supportive than those who received the inoculation only message, which did not contain autonomy supportive messaging. Therefore, the manipulation was deemed successful.

3.5. Dependent measures

All items used for each dependent variable were adopted from previous research. Due to the sample size (N = 965), a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted with the lavaan package (Rosseel, 2012) for R to ensure the validity of each multi-item measurement. Model fit analysis (CFA) was conducted with the lavaan package (Rosseel, 2012) for R to ensure the validity of each multi-item measurement. Model fit analysis (CFA) was conducted with the lavaan package (Rosseel, 2012) for R to ensure the validity of each multi-item measurement. Model fit analysis (CFA) was conducted with the lavaan package (Rosseel, 2012) for R to ensure the validity of each multi-item measurement.

3.6. Attitudinal feeling thermometer

Participants were asked to evaluate a series of organizations, including HSUS and Humane Watch, on a 100-point feeling thermometer (0 = dislike a great deal, 100 = like a great deal). If individuals were unfamiliar with the organization, they were instructed to select “50 = neither dislike/like.” A feeling thermometer is commonly used in political communication experimental design literature to avoid priming participants within the experiment (Warner et al., 2020; Warner & McKinney, 2013; Zavala-Rojas, 2014). (Pre-crisis HSUS: M = 76.78, SD = 20.66; Pre-crisis Humane Watch: M = 61.64, SD = 20.74; Post-crisis HSUS: M = 68.29, SD = 26.03; Post-crisis Humane Watch: M = 46.21, SD = 29.43).

3.7. Post-crisis organizational reputation

Using an adaptation of Coombs and Holladay’s (1996, 2002) organizational reputation scale, participants were asked to evaluate their perception of the organization’s reputation post-crisis. The five-item scale included statements such as, “The organization is concerned with the well-being of its publics” and “Under most circumstances, I would be likely to believe what the organization says.” Participants responded on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from (1) strongly disagree to (7) strongly agree (M = 4.58, SD = 6.02, α = .84).

3.8. Perceived source credibility

Participants were asked about their perceived credibility towards HSUS and Humane Watch. The credibility scale was adapted from McCroskey and Teven (1999) and contained a series of 12 statements with bipolar answers including, “I perceive this organization to be trustworthy/untrustworthy, intelligent/unintelligent, honest/dishonest” (Averaged scale for HSUS: M = .84).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic silence</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>4.88 (1.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prebunking only</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>7.94 (24.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Autonomy support</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>7.72 (25.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Explicit detail</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>7.94 (24.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Combined strategy</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>1.27 (21.50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

ANOVA Comparative Summary of Effects of the Proactive Disinformation Communication Strategies on Attitudinal Change towards Attacked Organization.

- Shared subscripts represent statistically significant differences using Fisher’s LSD: h, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t = .001, u, v, w, x = .01.
- Represents average decrease in attitude from pre-test to post-test, 100-point scale.

3.9. Social amplification

This study asked participants how likely they are to engage with the attack video via Facebook (i.e., share, positively react, comment) (Barger et al., 2016). This measurement helped in determining if proactive messaging could help deter the spread of false information. This three-item scale was evaluated on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from (1) very unlikely to (7) very likely (M = 2.87, SD = 5.92, α = .93).

4. Results

4.1. Attitudinal change towards the attacked organization

Research question 1 asked which proactive communication strategy would cause the least amount of attitudinal change between pre-and post-astroturf video viewings. To answer this question, individuals received a 100-point attitudinal scale before entering the experiment and after viewing the stimuli. An ANOVA found that there were significant differences between the message strategies used and attitudinal change experienced towards HSUS, F(4, 529) = 11.70, p < .001, Power = 1.00, η² = .08 (Table 1). It was found that individuals who did not receive a prebunking message forewarning about the attack experienced an average decrease of 23.20 points on their views towards HSUS after watching the astroturf attack video. It was found that individuals who received a prebunking message which included autonomy support or explicit details on average, had less than a 7.94-point decrease on a 100-point scale in attitudinal change post-attack. Individuals who received a prebunking message, which included both autonomy support and explicit details, only experienced a 1.27 change in attitude.
4.2. Perceived organisational reputation of the attacked organization

To examine research question 2, an ANCOVA controlling for pre-attitudes was used to determine if there were significant differences between prebunking strategies used regarding the attacked organization’s reputation compared to those who only received the attack video (control). It was found that there were statistically significant differences between the conditions, \( F(4, 527) = 18.34, p < .001 \), Power = 1.00, \( \eta^2 = .12 \) (Table 2). Pairwise comparisons indicated that individuals who did not receive a prebunking message prior to the attack (control message) had significantly lower perceptions of HSUS’ reputation after viewing the attack video (\( M = 3.88, se = .10 \)) than all four prebunking treatments: prebunking only (\( M = 4.50, se = .11, p < .001 \)), with autonomy support (\( M = 4.79, se = .12, p < .001 \)), with explicit details (\( M = 4.78, se = .11, p < .001 \)), and combined strategy (\( M = 5.00, se = .12, p < .001 \)). Furthermore, it was found that individuals who received the prebunking message using the combined strategy of both autonomy support and explicit details perceived significantly higher levels of organizational reputation post-attack than individuals who received the prebunking only strategy (\( p = .001 \)).

4.3. Perceived credibility of attacked organization

To examine research question 3, the perceived source credibility of the organization being attacked (HSUS) by the astroturf campaign was examined. An ANCOVA found that there were significant differences between the message treatments and control, \( F(4, 527) = 13.96, p < .001 \), Power = 1.00, \( \eta^2 = .10 \) (Table 2). Pairwise comparisons found that individuals who did not receive a prebunking message (control) had significantly lower perceptions of HSUS’ credibility than all four prebunking treatments (\( M = 3.88, se = .11, p < .001 \)). It was also found that individuals who received the prebunking combined strategy reported significantly higher perceived source credibility (\( M = 5.09, se = .12 \)) than those who received prebunking only (\( p = .01 \)).

4.4. Perceived credibility of the attacking organization

Research question 4 examined if perceived source credibility of the attacking organization differed between prebunking strategies used compared to those who only received the attack video (control). An ANCOVA found that there were significant differences between the message treatments and control, \( F(4, 527) = 13.3, p < .001 \), Power = 1.00, \( \eta^2 = .10 \) (Table 2). Pairwise comparisons found that individuals who did not receive a prebunking message had significantly lower perceptions of Humane Watch’s credibility (\( M = 4.38, se = .12 \)) than individuals who received prebunking only (\( M = 3.68, se = .12, p < .001 \)), with autonomy support (\( M = 3.74, se = .12, p = .002 \)), with explicit details (\( M = 3.27, se = .13, p < .001 \)), and combined strategy (\( M = 3.28, se = .13, p < .001 \)). Meaning that individuals that did not receive a prebunking message from HSUS were more likely to view Humane Watch as being more credible than those who received one of the four prebunking messages. Further, individuals who received the prebunking combined strategy reported significantly lower amounts of perceived credibility towards the attacking organization than those who received prebunking with only autonomy support (\( M_{diff} = -.46, p = .01 \)).

4.5. Amplification of disinformation

Research question 5 examined the ability of prebunking messaging to thwart individuals from amplifying the disinformation through ‘positively reacting,’ ‘sharing,’ and ‘posting’ on an astroturf video posted to Facebook compared to those who did not receive a prebunking message. An ANCOVA controlling for pre-attitudes towards the organizations found that there were significant differences between the conditions, \( F(4, 527) = 15.00, p < .001 \), Power = 1.00, \( \eta^2 = .09 \) (Table 2). Pairwise comparisons showed that individuals who received strategic silence reported having greater intentions to amplify the astroturf video (\( M = 3.84, se = .16 \)) than those who received prebunking only (\( M = 3.71, se = .17, p < .001 \)), with autonomy support (\( M = 2.52, se = .17, p < .001 \)), with explicit details (\( M = 2.54, se = .18, p < .001 \)), and with combined strategies (\( M = 2.48, se = .18, p < .001 \)). There were no significant differences found between the four prebunking messages.

4.6. Prebunking vs. debunking

Lastly, research question 6 asked how the effects of a refutation response differ within prebunking and debunking on crisis outcomes (i.e., credibility, organizational reputation, attitudes, and social amplification). A series of independent t-tests were performed comparing the prebunking condition to the debunking condition. There were no significant differences found on attitude change (\( p = .80 \)), perceived credibility towards Humane Watch (\( p = .19 \)), or perceived credibility towards HSUS (\( p = .20 \)). However, there were statistically significant differences between the conditions when examining HSUS’s perceived organizational reputation, \( t(1, 842) = 1.93, p = .05, d = 13 \). This result indicates that individuals who received a prebunking message (\( M = 4.77, SD = 1.21 \)) perceived HSUS to have a higher reputation post-attack than those who received the debunking message (\( M = 4.61, SD = 1.17 \)). In addition, there were statistically significant differences for intention to amplify the astroturf video, \( t(1, 841.56) = -2.56, p = .01, d = 17 \). The result suggests individuals who received a prebunking message (\( M = 2.56, SD = 1.85 \)) have less intention to amplify the message than those who received a debunking message (\( M = 2.89, SD = 1.98 \)).

4.7. Discussion

The primary goal of this research endeavor was to explore the plausibility and effectiveness of organizations using proactive communication by inoculating individuals against astroturf attacks through prebunking. The use of prebunking statistically outperformed debunking and strategic silence when looking at minimizing damage to organizational reputation and thwarting social amplification. These findings provide initial evidence that prebunking could be used as a stand-alone strategy to combat astroturf attacks. Furthermore, the additive effect of manipulating language intensity by using autonomy support, along with source derogation by using explicit details, indicates a promising outlook for organizations and for decreasing the spread of disinformation.

Findings from this study provide a better understanding of what proactive strategies could be used to thwart the effects of disinformation astroturf attempts to protect crisis outcomes such as source credibility, organizational reputation, and overall attitudes towards an organization. Prebunking messages using a solo or combined strategy with autonomy support and explicit details consistently outperformed not responding to the attack (i.e., strategic silence). These tentative findings support interweaving components of the self-determination theory, such as autonomy support, along with inoculation, into public relations and crisis communication strategies. This supports findings within self-determination theory that individuals prefer autonomy supportive language, which implies the individual has the right to decide what to believe (Mourtatidis et al., 2010; Vansteenkiste et al., 2004). Parallel to Mourtatidis et al.’s (2010) findings of athletes preferring to receive autonomy supportive corrective feedback, the use of autonomy support when dealing with overcoming disinformation consistently provided higher outcomes. In addition, using source derogation by providing explicit details about the attacking organization and the intentions of the attack could be of benefit.

The preliminary empirical evidence from this study suggests that organizations should proactively communicate by using prebunking strategies when an astroturf attack can be anticipated, providing support against previous literature proposing that no response (i.e., strategic silence) may be warranted when faced with a paracrisis (Coombs, 2019). The current study found that while there were no consistent statistically
significant differences present for the differing prebunking strategies of autonomy support and explicit details, the mean scores for the combined strategy outperformed solo usage for all variables.

4.8. Theoretical implications

The first theoretical contribution of this study was the examination of how both message strategies to combat astroturf disinformation and the attack itself can influence perceived source credibility. As a conceptual framework, source credibility refers to the believability that an individual receiving a message assigns to the source’s expertise and trustworthiness. This study found that prebunking disinformation, using inoculation, decreased the perceived credibility towards the attacking organization (Humane Watch). The organization was perceived as more credible when an individual did not receive any type of message regarding the disinformation through strategic silence (no response from HSUS). Findings suggest it is possible to encourage stakeholders to discredit the attacking organization by lowering their credibility through messaging. While it was found that individuals who received the prebunking treatment perceived Humane Watch to be the least credible, using autonomy support could amplify these positive effects, as both the solo use and combined strategy had the lowest credibility scores. Similarly, the same strategies that worked to lower Humane Watch’s perceived source credibility increased that of the organization being attacked (HSUS). Overall, it was found that using prebunking strategies outperformed the effects of strategic silence. In particular, individuals who received the prebunking combined strategy, infused with autonomy support and explicit details, perceived HSUS as having the highest credibility.

One of the most examined variables within crisis communication literature is organizational reputation. Having a positive reputation can reduce stakeholder uncertainty about organizational performance, motivate consumers to buy products, attract high-quality employees, encourage outside investors, and retain essential transaction partners (Gardberg & Fombrun, 2006). This study provides a clearer picture of how paracrisis can threaten organizational reputation and what responses should be considered. It was found that prebunking outperformed the use of strategic silence and debunking in its ability to protect organizational reputation. Looking further into the data for potential ways organizations can mitigate damage to reputation, results showed that using the combined factors of autonomy support and explicit details could be a strong strategy, as it produced the highest average mean for organizational reputation. As reputation is a dominant dependent variable in scholarship and a valued outcome in practice, this outcome provides insight into how reputation is impacted in these emerging crises.

Expanding out from looking at organizational-based outcomes, the spread of disinformation on social media is a systemic societal concern. This study approached this concern through the lens of an organization minimizing the spread of an astroturf disinformation video on Facebook. This research contends that the potential for social amplification can reduce stakeholder uncertainty about organizational performance, motivate consumers to buy products, attract high-quality employees, encourage outside investors, and retain essential transaction partners (Gardberg & Fombrun, 2006). The current study has several limitations that can be addressed in future studies. A primary limitation of this study is that while experimental design has many benefits, it is still conducted in an experimental setting. As such, the lifecycle of this crisis played out in a 20-minute capsule, which does not represent the actual timescale in which crises occur. For example, the astroturf attack followed immediately after the forewarning message from HSUS. This inhibits this study’s ecological validity since, in reality, individuals would most likely not receive a threat immediately following the warning. It is hypothesized that the lack of time-lapse between presentation of the stimuli could have led to the lack of significant differences between the (pre/de)bunking conditions. Within this same vein, this study only examined the individual effects of (pre/de)bunking administered at a single point. Future research should further examine the additive or “boosting” effect found within the principle of congruity and inoculation literature when using (pre/de)bunking (e.g., McGuire, 1961b; Fau et al., 2004; Tannenbaum & Norris, 1965). Moreover, disinformation and astroturf campaigns influence various industries, and it is crucial to further test if the strategies that successfully thwarted adverse effects for HSUS translate into other fields and other cultures.

In addition, future research is needed to bolster the assumptions and claims within this study for generalizability, including using a true control to increase internal and external validity. This line of research could be strengthened further by including several measurements such as motivation to process the experimental messages (e.g., Maheswaran & Chaiken, 1991) and an in-depth attitudinal scale (e.g., Burgoon et al., 2006).
Lastly, two lines of promising future tasks based on previously conducted persuasion research include examining the complex role of involvement of public groupings and further developing a continuum for message intensity and control presented within (pre/de)bunking messages.

4.11. Conclusion

This research endeavor examined how persuasive attempts from astroturf attacks, a specific form of disinformation, can be counteracted to protect organizational outcomes (i.e., attitudes, organizational reputation, credibility), along with thwarting the amplification of the astroturf messages on social media. The present study’s main contribution is showcasing the effectiveness of proactive messaging, specifically the utility of using prebunking to prepare for an astroturf-based attack. Even more promising was the initial look at language intensity in a continuum for message intensity and control presented within prebunking messages. This initial assessment of prebunking illustrates a promising strategy to effectively expose the nature of astroturf campaigns, working to preserve an organization’s reputation and minimize the spread of disinformation.
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Appendix A. Participant demographics

Table A1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>483 (50.1 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>474 (49.1 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersex</td>
<td>1 (1.1 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to say</td>
<td>7 (0.7 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>730 (75.6 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African American</td>
<td>138 (14.3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>62 (6.4 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>24 (2.5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian/Alaska Native</td>
<td>8 (0.8 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>3 (0.3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish/Hispanic/Latino/Other</td>
<td>63 (6.5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexican/American/Chicano</td>
<td>36 (3.7 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rican</td>
<td>11 (1.1 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuban</td>
<td>10 (1.0 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to say</td>
<td>29 (3.0 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (range)</td>
<td>38.60 (19–78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Level of Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school degree</td>
<td>4 (4.4 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school diploma or GED</td>
<td>80 (8.3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college, no degree</td>
<td>157 (16.3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate degree or equivalent</td>
<td>105 (10.9 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>443 (45.9 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate or professional degree</td>
<td>176 (18.2 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Income</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30,000 – $39,999</td>
<td>165 (17.1 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40,000 – $49,999</td>
<td>368 (38.1 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000 – $99,999</td>
<td>302 (31.3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000 –</td>
<td>130 (13.5 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Cells display counts of each category with percentages in parentheses in the overall column, except for cells referred to age with the range in parentheses.

Appendix B. Stimuli exemplars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Exemplars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combined strategy</td>
<td>“At the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), we sometimes get attacked by groups like Humane Watch that do not like the way we do things. The attack video being shared online by Humane Watch tries to persuade viewers that HSUS misuses the funds it collects. That we use the money for ourselves, instead of spending it on the animals. For example, you may hear that we do not use funds to support local shelters. Humane Watch wants you to believe that HSUS misleads the public on how we spend funds. That HSUS does not have the well-being of animals as our top priority. What this claim doesn’t tell you is that in 2018 alone, HSUS spent $139.1 million on animal protection programs. This money provides emergency care and homes to more animals than any other organization in the United States. Since 1954, HSUS has taken on puppy mills, factory farms, trophy hunts, animal testing, and other cruel industries. With our partners, we rescue and care for thousands of animals every year. As you reflect on your beliefs about HSUS and our dedication to animal protection, remember our current wins and our fight for animal rights. Regardless of the false information Humane Watch provides, no organization in the world is more dedicated to protecting animals than we are.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“...Although we hope to convince you that the attack is not accurate or legitimate, we realize that you have the right to decide this for yourself. It’s up to you, not us!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“…The Humane Watch video being spread online tells viewers that HSUS misuses its funds. It states that we use the money for ourselves, instead of spending it on animal welfare. For example, you may hear that we do not use funds to support local shelters. Humane Watch wants you to believe that HSUS misleads the public on how we spend funds…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“…Sometimes at the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), we get attacked by groups like Humane Watch. These groups spread misleading information in an attempt to defund us. We want you to know who Humane Watch is, so you can decide for yourself on what to believe…”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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